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Who we are…

Jenny 

Pemberton

National Grid Gas 
Transmission

Colin 

Thomson

SGN

Simon 
Gill

Scottish Government

Danielle 

Stewart

National Grid Gas 
Transmission
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Logistics

Should last for approximately an hour

Your questions are welcomed throughout via chat function

All callers will be placed on mute

Slides will be circulated after the call
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Agenda

Round up of the 
event

What we heard 

Next steps

1

2

3
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1. To create a holistic view of current state and long-term 

aspirations for hydrogen in Scotland and with particular 

reference to the role the gas networks could play in 

enabling different scenarios 

2. To identify the blockers and develop prioritisation 

against these

Objectives of the workshop
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Who attended

Energy network 

owner or 

operator

Other energy 

industry
Supply 

chain

Non-energy Government

Customer

Think 

tanks

Consumer 

interest

Regulator
Environmental 

interest

More engagement needed with:

• Major energy users

• Less informed stakeholders

Workshop had a 
holistic view. Good mix 
of people from public 

and private sector



Scottish Government

Hydrogen 
Action Plan

Heat 
Decarbonisation 
policy 
statement
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#GasPathways
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Collaboration

National Grid

22m
gas customers in the UK 85%

households are using 

gas for heat995TWh
energy delivered by the NTS

3x total electricity demand 

Scale of the Challenge

Feasibility of Hydrogen in the NTS

Aberdeen Vision

Project Cavendish

Hydrogen Flow Loop

NTS Hydrogen Injection

Hydrogen Deblending

H21 Network Operations NIC 2019 

Bid

Residential Heating Technologies (FES 2019)
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SGN

Copyright © SGN

Construction 
Demonstration

100% H2

Site 
3

Site 
2

Site 
1

GS(M)R

Billing 

Methodology

Methilltoune

LTS Futures

Industrial Clusters
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What three words would you use to describe the net zero 

challenge?
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On a scale of 1-5, what level of priority is your organisation

giving hydrogen?

1. Low – little buy in, lacking strategic 

direction

2.

3.

4.

5. Very high – Active board commitment, 

dedicated investment
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On a scale of 1-5, what level of priority is your organisation

giving hydrogen?

1. Low – little buy in, lacking strategic 

direction

2.

3.

4.

5. Very high – Active board commitment, 

dedicated investment
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Other energy

industry

Supply chain Customer Regulator or

government

(central or local)

Major energy user Energy Network

Owner or Operator

Industry/Trade

body
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When do you see hydrogen playing a significant part of 

Scotland’s energy mix?

2045now 2025 2035

56%
44%
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When do you see hydrogen playing a significant part of 

Scotland’s energy mix?

2045now 2025 2035

56%
44%

“2025-2035 depending on the success of CCuS. Later for green hydrogen 
production”

“Scottish government taking a leading role with SGN/National Grid 
developing Hydrogen Clusters during the next and subsequent price 
controls”

“Some hydrogen networks up and running late 2020's (Orkney maybe 
Aberdeen and NE England) expending through into 2030's and 40’s.”

“Based on information today I believe there is a case that hydrogen can play 
a significant role. Optimism”

“It will ramp up slowly at first and then accelerate as costs come down and 
supply chain builds up”
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2045 –

decarbonised 

Scotland 

Decarbonising Scotland – exploring the role of hydrogen and the gas network

M
a
jo

r M
ile

s
to

n
e
s

P
o
lic

y

Technology Economy / Skills

Now -2025 2025-2030 2030-2035 2035-2040 2040-2045

•Appropriate H&S 
legislation 
framework

•Clear Government 
commitments on 
decarbonisation.

•No greater risk.

•Net Zero Energy 
System.

•Net Zero 
Energy System 
at low cost and 

disruption

•Net zero domestic
transport and energy.

•All H2 or 
electric trains.

•Hydrogen economy 
in Scotland

•Year on year targets 
laid out.

•Known opportunity of 
what changes to the 
gas mix are allowed.

•Whole area/system plan, 
including conversion.

•Eradication 
of fuel 
poverty.

•Clear route map of 
requirements.•Understand all opportunities 

for H2, and where it is the 
most appropriate technology.

•Development of hydrogen 
measuring devices for 

transmission / distribution.

•75% GHG reduction by 2030.

•Multiple projects at FEED 
stage for storage / 

production, including 
investigation into costs of 

different methods.

•Trials ongoing for the NTS 
to allow 2% H2 in the 

network, ensuring safety.

•Local distribution trials.

•Operational H2 technology 
– first plane tests, boilers, 

industrial burners.

•Commercially available 
technology to supply heat 

to homes, incl. boilers.

•H2 used in 
industry and for 
heavy transport.

•Full scale storage
/ production trials, 

including CO2 
storage.

•First 
decarbonised 

industry cluster.
•First H2 
distribution 

network.

•Knowledge of 
changes required 
in the electricity 

networks.

•Full scale 
transmission trials 

with 100% H2.
•First H2 power 

station.
•Increased 

domestic use of 
hydrogen.

•Large scale 
production incl. 

electrolysis.

•Scaled up 
production of 

Hydrogen to meet 
increased 
demand.

•20% H2 in 
local 

networks.

•2020 Action Plan / Heat 
Decarbonisation roadmap from 

BEIS / Government.

•Review of energy 
market framework and 
regulation, and agree a 

billing methodology.

•Gas quality standards 
broadened / 

engineering standards 
agreed.

•Introduce 
green gas 
obligation / 
incentives.

•Roll out a consistent 
pathway for industry.

•Agree a direction to 
take – ban new gas 

connections –
electric heat.

•District heating.

•Scotland becomes 
major H2 exporters 

and lead the UK 
transition.

•Fines for non-
compliance.

•Secure resource / 
education/skills.

•Create clear 
value for flex.

•Stronger ongoing 
consumer engagement.

•Understand cost 
implication on 
consumers.

•Explore economics / 
key drivers.

•Knowledge / 
comms in place for 

delivery of H2.

•Supply 
chain 

engaged.

•Green gas 
obligation for 

Scotland.
•Strategic decision on 
the future of hydrogen.

•Local authorities direct 
heat decarbonisation 

pathways (zoning), with 
Government support.

•Full network transition to H2.

•Shared learning 
with other 
countries.

•Integrated approach for 
hydrogen and further 

electrification.

•Zero carbon 
production,

Y
o

u
r 

ro
a
d

m
a
p
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What are the challenges on the road to Net Zero?
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Challenge Prioritisation
Im

p
a

c
t

Ease of Implementation

Consumer
Cost

Technology
Social

Acceptance

Skills
Role of

Networks
Policy

Just
Transition

Funding

Deliverability

Coordination

1 – low impact

5 – high impact

1 – easy 5 – difficult
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Next steps

Incorporate the outputs 

from this workshop into 

the Pathways work 

Continue to engage with stakeholders to develop the 

programme

Align programmes and collaborate across industry and 

government

Deliver Pathways actions 

and recommendations



Scottish Government –Actions / Next Steps

Support National Grid and SGN in developing a ‘Scottish pathways project’

• We commit to working with National Grid Gas and SGN as they develop pathways to 
support Scottish targets, adapting the work they have done on a GB scale. 

• 13th February: Energy Networks Summit, Glasgow 9:15 – 16:15. Details and sign up 
here:

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/networks-vision-summit-tickets-
85789812639?ref=estw
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Questions
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Thank You


